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Abstract: The paper presents a geodynamic iutelpretatioo of tbedeep strucillreand active tec
tonicsof thenorthernTien Shan, with particullll'emphasis 00 strike-slipm~tioos,whidt prndu-ced
a pull-apart in the centreof the L,>syk-Kull:min. The stud)'is based 00 a detailed interpretation
of satellite imagery, fault plane solutions of earthquakes, seismic. and geodetic data.

Seismicand magnetotelluric studies showtectonic layeringof the Tien Shan lithosphere, with
several nearly horizontal viscoelastic layers and the lower layer underthrust northward in the
northern Tien Shan.This active process may be responsible for the intricate present-day tectonic
framework of the northern Tien Shan.

The recent tectonicsof the northern Tien Shan inherits the earlier structure: The lens-shaped
Issyk-Kul microcontinent comprising Precambrian-Palaeozoic metamorphic and magmaticrocks
is surrounded by thick shear zones which have been involved in the activity over most of the
Cenozoic. In the Quaternary the strain propagated as far as the centralpart of the Issyk-Kul basin.
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The Tien Shan is a unique eKlimple of fill active
intracontinental mountain bek whose origin asd
evolution have been interpreted as respoases to
processes at remoteplate boundaries. The mech
anisms invoked to explain the formadoa of the
present-day Tien Shan alternate beeweendnctile
coupling of a tectonically layered lii.thosphere over
a mantle diapir (Gubin 1986; Bakirov et al. 1'9%;
Dobretsov et al. 1996) and lithospheric folding
(Burov et al. 1993).

The present-day Tien Shan is a system of several
ranges trending roughly west-east and almost par
allel sedimentary basins separated with active
faults. The intracontinental tectonics of the Tien
Shan is apparently a consequence of the
India/Eurasia collision (Fig. 1), and the recent
activity is assumed to be controlled by the pen
etration of the rigid indenter of India into Asia,
(Molnar and Tapponnier 1975; Cobbold and Davy
1988; Molnar et al. 1993).

The active tectonics of the Tien Shan has been
best documentedin the region of the Talas-Fergana

fault, .li: majHf strike-slip zone of tile region. The 16

cuffir.dative right-lateral offset along it since the 77

Late Miocene approaches 100 km, with a 10 mm 78

a-Iof average slip rate (Bultman et al. 1996), but 79

GPS data obtained since 1992 do not show ongoing 80

mGtiOl1s (Abdrakhmatovet al. 1996,2001; Meade 81

and Hager 2001; Zubovich et al. 2001). The high- 82

est slip rate in the southern Tien Shan, near the 83

Tarim plate, was 2-3 mm a" (Meade and Hager 84

2001). The velocities and directions of motions of 85

crustal blocks in the northern Tien Shan have been 86

greatly variable through its history. The present- 87

day left-lateral strike-slip reaches 8 mm a-I 88

(Meade and Hager 2001). 89

We studied the northern part of the Tien Shan 90

range, a major active shear zone at the transition 91

between the Tarim plate and the stable Kazakhstan 92

platform (Figs 1 & 2), with a special focus on the 93

processes that control the Issyk-Kul pull-apart 94

basin near the northern limits of the mountain belt 95

(Fig. 2). The structural pattern of the northern Ti~~ 96

Shan (Kyrgyzia) and the Issyk-Kul basin recoruy 97

From: STORTI, E, HOLDSWORTH, R. E. & SALVINI, F. (eds) 2003. Intraplate Strike-Slip Deformation Belts. Geological
Society, London. Special Publications, 210, 53-64, 0305-8719/02/$15 © The-Geological Society of London.
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complex Cenozoic deformation associated with the
India/Eurasia collision and related strain prcpa
galion inwards into the continent, crustal shorten
ing and thicocening, and mountain blJiJdiag. TIle
present-day N-Scrusta! shortening in :thesouiliem
and northern Tiea Shan occurs in diffefenl: direc
tions and at different rates (10-15 rnm a- 1 al7/d up
to 2-6 mm a-I, respeotivelyj.possibiy because the
northern Tien Shan encIa~esa Precambrian
microcontinent which may control 'the Neogene
Quaternary evolution of Cenozoic basins and
active strike-slip deformation processes.

The geodynamics of the northern Tien Shan is
investigated using published and original geologi
cal and geophysical data. Deep structure is
described from seismic and magnetotelluric evi
dence; the Cenozoic structural evolution is inferred
from interpretation of satellite imagery and field
structural and geomorphological studies; stress and
strain distribution in the crust is reconstructed from
fault plane solutions of earthquakes; recent crustal
movements are revealed by geodetic surveys (GPS
for horizontal movements and repeated levelling
for land uplift).
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Geological and tectonic background

As was fustmQwn by Molnar and Tapponnier
(t'ns, '197:8), the Cenozoic tectonics over a broad
t..offitc}I'Y .of Asiacan be explained in terms of the
oontimling convergence between India and Eurasia.
After the initial collision between 60 and 35 Ma
(Mercier et al. 1987; Le Pichon et al. 1992) India
has continued its northward motion at reduced
vclocityand acts as a rigid indenter penetrating (for
-2000 km) into Asia to cause post-collisional
underplating (India) and uplift (Tibet) (Molnar and
Tapponnier 1978; Cobbold and Davy 1988).

Orogeny in the Pamir and southern Tien Shan
regions started later than the Tibet uplift and was
accompanied in the Late Oligocene by deposition
of coarse-clastic red-colour continental molasse.
The Miocene landscape of the Pamirs and the
southern Tien Shan was made up of klkm uplifts
and depressions between them. In Pliocene time,
red molasse gave way to grey ones as a result1cli
malic cooling, and the uplifts reached 4-5 km'liigh.
Further Quaternary uplift of the Pamirs produced
the typical glacial landscape (Chedija 1986).
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The northern Tie,:1 Shan became involved in
orogeny in the Late Miocene under tangential com
pression which caused linear folding, reverse and
thrust faulting, seismic activity, and crustal thick
ening up to 60 km in the north and 75 km in the
south (against 40-45 km in the Kazakhstan
platform) (e.g. Gubin 1986; Sadybakasov 1990;
Burov et al. 1993). The growth of mountains was
likewise accompanied by molasse deposW.on in the
Issyk-Kul and other basins (COOdiYit 1986; Sad
ybakasov 1990).

Abdrakhmatov et at. (19%)e£timared dmt 'the
evolution of the northern Tien Slum heit)a.->ted 1.0
Ma, on the basis of 200 ::!:: 50 km of totat crustal
shortening and its interpolated present-day rate of
20 mm a-I. They attributed the origino f the belt
to a notable increase in horizontal compression in
response to the abrupt rise of the Tibetan plateau
reported by England and Houseman (1989) and
Molnar et at. (1993). Apatite fission track therm
ochronology, structural modelling and magnetos
tratigraphy in the Kyrgyz range and the Chu basin
(Burbank and Bullen 1999) further showed that the
uplift and strain rate in the northern Tien Shan first
increased 10-11 Ma ago, and then after 3 Ma. The
latter episode is expressed in the stratigraphy by a
marked change in Late Pliocene-Early Pleistocene
deposition environments, thick sequences of coarse

STORTI: INTRAPLATE STRIKE-SUP DEFORMATION BELTS

~ .
conglomerates, sedimentary gaps, and tectomc
unconformities (Abdrakhmatov 1993).

Tectonic layering of the lithosphere of
northern Tien Shan
The following implications for tectonic layering in
tireupper Iithosphere of the Tien Shan are based on
geological, seismic, and magnetotelluric evidence,
including publisbed P-and S-wave seismic data for
die Tien Srnm and neighbouring territories
(S:ilbilwlI·;a (9&9; Roecker et al. 1993; Sabitova et
al. 1'N.5; Roecker 2001; Sabitova and Adamova
2001), data from 1251\ magnetotelluric profiles
recorded by the rJTAN station (Bishkek) since
1983 and processed by a method reported by Trap
eznikov et al. (1997), as well as synthetic seismic
and magnetotelluric data correlated on two profiles
from the Kazakhstan platform to the Pamirs
(Profile I-I) and Tarim (profile II-II) (Figs 2 & 3).

p: and S-wave seismic profiles (cross section I
I in Fig. 3) image 10-20 km thick nearly horizontal
waveguides in the lower (35-50 km) and upper
(10-20 km) crust throughout the region except for
the Fergana basin and the neighbouring flat areas.
The upper crust waveguide is at depths of 10-20
km north of the Pamirs; the lower-crust waveguide
abruptly rises to 15-20 krn beneath the Talas-

29-10-02 13:39:47 REV 16.04x STORTI004P
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Fergana fault and is as deep as 2:0-40 km ~~..&Sl:

of it and near the Tarim plate {pro1i~es f-"[ :;mdU
n). Near the southern margin of the Issyk-Kul
microcontinent, the northern end of the w:a\Vegaide
is 15 km deeper than the southern one (pmfi!e U
n in Fig. 3).

Magnetotelluric data (Trapeznikov et al. 1997;
Rybin et at. 2001) indicate the presence of crustal
conductors nearly at the same depths as the waveg
uides (see Profiles I-I and II-II in Fig. 3). A 15
25 km thick conductor is located at a depth of 35
50 km north of the Issyk-Kul microcontinent and
at 20-35 km south of it. A sloping conductor marks
the southern border of the Issyk-Kul microconti
nent. Southwards, the conductor is located at the

STORTI: INTRAPLATE STRIKE-SLIP DEFORMATION BELTS

same depth as fuebasement of the Tarim microcon
ti:l!eut (20-SO km),

l'he.efQl'e, geophysical data provide evidence for
the tectoaic layering of the present-day crust
beneath the Tien Shan, possibly associated with
high-temperature metamorphism and migrnatiz
arion: the lower waveguide is attributed to partial
melting in the amphibolite-facies P-T conditions
(Bakirov et at. 1996). The intermediate and upper
waveguides may correspond to magmatic chambers
with plastic migmatites squeezed out towards the
surface.

The occurrence of an asthenospheric upwarp
beneath the Tien Shan is marked b~~~1 heat
flux (twice that beneath Kazakhs~~akhin

30-10-02 12:34:43 REV 16.04x STORTI004P
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1983; Yudakhin and Belonovich 1989) and low
seismic velocities (1-3% AVp). High AVp was
recorded northeast of the Talas-Fergana fault, with
the maximum of 3% south of Lake Issyk-Kul
(Roecker et al. 1993).

The hot anomalous mantle hypothesized beneath
the.aorthern TienShan, northeast of the .Talas
Fergana fault, may be responsible for magma gen
eration and lithospheric layering. Magma layers
serve as a lubricant facilitating movements of
upper crust blocks over them.

The viscous plastic layers in the crust may con
strain the depth of faulting, and consequently the
origin depth of most earthquakes. Taking into
account that tectonic strain cannot exist in a vis
cous medium, this may explain why the hypo
centres of all Tien Shan earthquakes are restricted
to <10-20 km.

Thus, the recent orogenic stage has <lcered IlpoD

a thinned or weak lithosphere. Stroagcompressioa
from. Tarim and Pamir is acoomm.oo.ated :in rmri
wntal movements facilitated hy tbe presence of
subhorizontal zones of weakness in the crust where
the hypocentres of almost all regional earthquakes
cluster (Gubin 1986; Abdrakhmatov 1993).

The tectonic layering of the Tien Shan litho
sphere and the heterogeneous composition of the
crust (granite-metamorphic microcontinents,
accretionary complexes, shear zones) may be
responsible for the discordant behaviour of its con-
~ blocks under general W-E compression
, ,FiO &3). The direction of block motions prim-

arily depends on the geometry of the border faults, 261

which are most often Late Palaeozoic faults 262

reactivated in the Cenozoic (Baldrov and Maksu- 263

mova 2001; Maksumova et at. 2001). Recent tee- 264

tonic movements follow the earlier Cenozoic struc- 265

ture (Tapponnier and Molnar 1979; Mikolaichuk 266

2000), and the geometry of faults is controlled by 267

the position of their planes relative to the direction 268

of compression. 269

The basement structure of the northern 270

Tien Shan 271

The basement of the Kyrgyz Tien Shan includes 272

the Issyk-Kul and Aktyuz-Boordin microcontinents 273

composed of Archean high-grade metamorphics 274

and Early Proterozoic quartz schists and carbonates 275

overlain by Late Riphean and Cambrian- 276

Ordovician volcanosedimentary rocks. These, 277

tqgefuer witb Late Riphean-Middle Palaeozoic 278

intrusions, are covered by Devonian-Carboniferous 279

Yolcanose:dimentary and sedimentary deposits. 280

The Issyk-Knl microcontinent with the Issyk- 281

Kul basin in its centre is a miniature model of the 282

Tarim. and Junggar microcontinents that contain 283

basins of the same name reduced through the Ceno- 284

zoic. It is a W-E-striking southward convex lens 285

c. 110 km wide and 350 km long (Fig. 4) bounded 286

in the south and in the north by the Kyrgyz- 287

Terskey and Chon-Kernin shear zones, rewect- 288

ively. 289

According to geophysical data, the microconti- 290

868

869
870

871

~Issyk-Kul ~A~-Boordi n P:771 Pz, sutures and \"<.:1 Cenozoic basin I""Vl thrust
~mlcrocontlnent,pEL-J rmcrocontment, pE l..i.LJ strike-sJip :.,,,,;::,"-:'. lLJ

lZ]underthrust [ZI oblique thrust Idl strike-slip fault IZJ normal fault I~ Ianticline

O
active faults: Ch-Chon-Kem in, ChA - Chon-Aksu, NIK- North 0

I---:iJ synclln e TT Issyk-Kul ,0 - Ottuk, FK - Fore-Kungey, FT - Fore- Terskey , I~I profile
L.:z::::.J SIK-Sout h Issyk-Kul , TA - Toru-Algyr, T - Tanga, TT - Trans- Terskey

Fig. 4. Active tectonics of the northern Tien Shan around the Issyk-Kul basin.
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II !un

4

50 km

\~

o

875
876

Fig. 5. Geological cross sections of different segmentsof 877

northern Tien Shan around Issyk-Kul basin (for location 878

of profiles see Fig. 4). Profile I-II (western Issyk-Kul 879

microcontinent): Cenozoic sedimentsove~thy base- 880

ment rocks in a ramp structure. Profil -I (central 881

Issyk-Kul microcontinent and Lake lssy - ul): reverse 882

faulting at southern extremity of microcontinent. Profile 883

V-VI (eastern Issyk-KuI microcontinent): basin fill is 884

more strongly deformed in a half-ramp structure. 885

istocene time the basin floor subsided for 30-50 m 347

along the border faults. Reactivation of normal 348

faults in the Late Pleistocene produced an offset of 349

50-100 m. In the Middle Holocene the central part 350

of the lake underwent a catastrophic collapse and 351

subsided for 200 m to form an over 700 m deep 352

lake in IO 000 years. The collapse may have been 353

responsible for the Middle Holocene regression 354

and a 100 m fall of water level (Trofimov 1990). 355

The western, central, and eastern parts of 'the 356

basin have different structural styles (Fig. 4). In the 357

western part (Fig. 5, profile I-II), the basin has a 358

well-defined ramp structure which grades into a 359

half-ramp eastward where the Kungey range is 360

thrust over the basin along the Toru-Aigyr fault in 361

the north, and sediments are conformable to the 362

basement in the south (Korzhenkov 2000; Miko- 363

laicbuk 2000). In the eastern part of the basin 364

(profile V-VI in Fig. 5), Cenozoic sediments are 365

involved in brachiform and linear folds and are 366

sqJ<1Sated from the basement by thrusts and reverse 367

faults in !:he l10rth and in the south. 368

1be pearli-oolar structnral style of the basin's cen- 369

The Cenozoic structure of the Issyk-Kul
region

In Palaeogene-Miocene time, the Issyk-Kul
microcontinent remained more or less stable and
was an area of continuous lacustrine deposition in
the Palaeogene. Neogene and Quaternary clastic
sediments record the onset of tectooicactivity,
especially clastic transport from the growing south
ern and, possibly, northern TEll 'shan. The tectonic
activity in the northern TienSlmn cttiminated ill
the Pliocene-Early Quaternary' as oomp.ressIDa
changed to N-S from NW in the Lare Mioc.ene.
This episode stroagly defamlCd the Issyk-KId
microcontinent and its Ceaozoic cover and pro-
duced the present-day surface topography. The
southern and northern margins of the microconti
nent were gradually involved into uplifting, the
area of the Issyk-Kul basin strongly reduced, and
ramp structures formed in its western and eastern
margins. Thrusting of mountains over the basin
was accompanied by molasse deposition. As a
result of underthrusting along the Kyrgyz-Terskey
zone, the southern margin of the microcontinent
split into several blocks separated by oblique
thrusts and strike-slip faults. Strike-slip motions
along the Chon-Kemin fault induced thrusting and
reverse faulting along the northern margin of the
microcontinent (Fig. ~}. In fue Holocene. the defor
mation reached the centre 'of the microcontinent
and the Issyk-Kul basin (Bu'iili3v er 01. 2000.

The Issyk-Kul basin w teetl,~ in 'iOIDe

detail (Chedija 1986; Sadybaboow 1m,; TrofimoY
1990; Mikolaichuk 2000)bllJlt its recent teatoo.«:s
and evolution remain asuejecrcfdiscassioas. The
basin formed in the Early and Middle Pkistoo,ene
along W-E and transverse normal faults and has
accumulated about 4 km thick basin fill. Its origin
was interpreted in terms of a pull-apart structure
formed in response to right-lateral strike-slip fault
ing under N-S compression (Klerkx et al. 1999).
At its early evolution stage the basin was larger
than now, especially in the east. Now it has a
trapezium-shaped geometry and is bounded by w
E, NE, and NW faults (Fig. 4). Trofimov (1990)
interpreted the evolution of the basin as successive
(C§lt~colla~se of blocks .from the west and
troffiUie east while the faults In the south and in
the north remained stable. In Early and Middle Ple-

nent is located in the upper crust above the plastic
layer (Fig. 3) formed under the pressure from the
Tarim microcontinent thrusting under the Tien
Shan. The lssyk-Kul microcontinent has behaved
as a rigi<@ during the Cenozoic and has played
an important role in the regional distribution of

-strain-induced by the India/Eurasia collision and
transmitted to inner Asia along old faults.
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tral part is controlled by the Chon-Kemin and Fore
Terskey master faults, the Fore-Kungey oblique
thrust joining the Taldy-Su thrust, North and South
Issyk-Knl faults, and the transversal Tanga and
Otaik faults (Fig. 4). The NE-striking Chon-Kemin
faukbordering the Issyk-Kul microcontinent on the

-north was interpreted as a reverse fault (Chedija
1986) before a significant left-lateral strike-slip
component was recently revealed (Delvaux et al.
2000). The Fore-Terskey fault that borders the
Issyk-Kul microcontinent on the south is split by
the Tanga and Ottuk faults into three segments with
different kinematics of fault planes. The segment
east of the Tanga fault is a thrust in which the Ter
skey range is thrust over Cenozoic sediments, the
western segment is also a thrust, and the segment
between the Tanga and Ottuk faults is an
.underthrust. Cenozoic sediments and Quaternary
terraces south of the lake are folded into linear
foMs or E-W-striking flexures. Man~' HexuresiU\d
folds have 'gently sloping northern ~imbs and seeep
and short southern limbs, often -cut wiili reverse
faults.

The changes in kinematics alO'ugdre basin axis
are various expressions of the impact of the N-S
compression on the Issyk-Kul microcontinent. The
underthrusting of the Terskey range apparently
caused uplift of the southern flank of the microcon
tinent and subsidence of its central part, which is
confirmed by northward dipping erosion surfaces
of the range and the Cenozoic sediments. The
boundary between the uplifted and subsided parts

of the microcontinent (western Terskey range) runs 402

along the southern shoreline of the lake. 403

Active crustal movements ..04

Seismicity 405

The seismicity of the northern Tien Shan and 406

neighbouring areas is shown in the map of M>5 407

epicentres in Fig. 6 (Vvedenskaya 1964-1973; 408

Gorbunova et al. 1975-1981; Kondorskaya 1978- 411'J

1991; Starovoit 1998-2001). In the period of his- 4Jl)

toric seismicity (c. 120 years), the region was 411

shocked by a series of great earthquakes which 412

started with the 1887 M, =7.3 Vernen earthquake 413

in the vicinity of Alma-Aty; then followed the 1889 414

M, = 8.3 Chilikevent and the M, = 82 Kemin 415

(Kebin) earthquakes in 1911, which were among 416

the strongest historic catastrophes in the northern 417

Ttee Shan. The 1938 Ms = 6.9 Kemin-Chu earth- 418

quake was obviously the final event of this series. 419

The ea.rtbquakes record westward stress release 420

along tne Kernin-Chilik fault (Fig. 6). They pro- 421

duced an intricate pattern of surface rupture and 422

numerous landslides and rock avalanches within an 423

area of 10 000 square kilometres (200 km from 424

east to west along the fault and 10 km from north 425

to south) (Delvaux et al. 2001). 426

The epicentres of all great earthquakes in the 427

northern Tien Shan are located within a n~rrow 428

strip between the Aktyuz-Boordin and Issyk-Kul 429

microcontinents. Other M>6 ~picentres mark the 430

889
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891
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~ microcontinent~ ~ ~events

~ Issyk-Kul I ~~trlke'SllP:Ch- Chon-Kernln ~Selsmlc statIons
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892 Fig•.(i. Seismicity and tectonics of northern Tien Shan and neighbouring territories.
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northern and southern margins of the Issyk-Kul
microcontinent (Fig. 6) indicating the effect of cru
stal heterogeneity on the active structure of the
northern Tien Shan.

Seismotectonics

The distribution of stress and strain in the crust of
the northern Tien Shan was inferred from fault
plane solutions of 780 M = 3-7 earthquakes
between 1962 and 1995 (Vvedenskaya 1964-1973;
Gorbunova et al. 1975-1981; Kostrov 1975; Kon
dorskaya 1978-1991; Yunga 1990; Starovoit
1998-2001), using only first motions of P-waves
(Vvedenskaya 1969) and focal mechanisms within
0.1 0 from fault planes.

Strain estimates were obtained by the method of
Riznichenko (1977, 1985), which implies slip
measurements along seismic ruptures of different
orientations and calculation of leasorcomp;ments
by summation of CO!!~ributi(lllSfu:lmai{ eacili
quakes. The tensor compooents 'were dren used to
estimate the amoeeraed dirmioo Qf priocipal
stress for each 004· X 0.4" aw.raging celt by for
mulas of elasticity, Tms averaging cell size was
chosen because of uneven aerial distribution of
seismicity. Depths of all events were assumed to
be in the upper 20 km of the crust

Our implications proceed from the basic
assumptions that movements in earthquake sources
and on the causative long-living faults result from
the same tectonic forces and that coseismic slip fol
lows the orientation of the fault plane (e.g. slip on
a left-lateral strike-slip fault must be left-lateral
as well).

Figure 7 shows the obtained distribution of stress
in the crust of the northern Tiea Shan divided into

the northern, central, and southern blocks with dif- 466

ferent tectonic styles, especially contrasting around 467

the Issyk-Kul basin. The northern block is bounded 468

in the south by the Chon-Kemin Fault, the central 469

block is located west of the North and South Issyk- 470

Kul faults, and the southern block is east of them. 471

The northern block evolves .mostly under N-S .472

compression. In the central block, the strain pat- 473

terns indicate NE extension in its centre (Lake 474

Issyk-Kul), NW extension in the west, and roughly 475

N-S compression in the northern and eastern parts. 476

The southern block experienced roughly N-S com- 477

pression in its western part and mostly NE exten- 478

sion in the east. 479

The directions of principal horizontal axes are 480

well defined against the mosaic background and 481

reflect a regional-scale N-S compression. The ver- 482

tical axes show positive motions, i.e, relative sur- 483

face uplift throughout the northern Tien Shan but 484

with minor subsidence southeast and northeast of 485

the Issyk-Ku] basin. 486

The obtained seismotectonic data were used to 487

analyse thekinematics 'of the Chon-Kemin, North 488

and Sooth Issyk-Ku!,iilld Fore-Terskey faults (the 489

available: solutions are insufficient for reliable 490

simulation of other faults), using the method of 491

Kuchai (1978, 1990). 492

The western and eastern segments of the Chon- 493

Kemin fault were considered separately. The west- 494

em segment shows both left- and right-Ifteral 495

strike-slip faulting and the eastern segment is 496

dominated by left-lateral motions, which confirms 497

the geological evidence (Delvaux et al. 20(0). 498

Sixty mechanisms along the North Issyk-Kul and 499

South Issyk-Kul faults suggest sinistral move- 500

ments. The Fore-Terskey fault shows an intricate 501

slip panesn, with left:-lateral strike-slip in the east 502

(from 3£ mechanisms) and right-lateral slip in the so,
we~ (from 23 mechanisms). 504

Fig.7. Principal stresses in northern Tien Shan, from ten
sor analysis (see text for explanation).

I Isubhorlzontal extension I -l subhorizol1laJ-compres~

1.·..··1 transtensIon at 30°-60· 1 ·1 transpression at 30G
-6QG

o subvertical extension G subvertical compression

r7'lactlve faults; Ch-Chon-Kemin. NIK- North Issyk-Kul. T - Tanga,
L.L......JSI K- South Issyk-Kul. FT· Fore-Terskey

50S

1be ,available geodetic data on horizontal crustal 506

movements were obtained from a network of GPS 507

stations run between 1992 and 1999 508

(Abdrakhmatov et al. 1996; Meade and Hager 509

2001; Zubovich et al. 2001). High-precision 510

measurements of crustal movements have been car- 511

ried out at 9 permanent and over 300 temporary 512

stations (station POU2 belongs to the world GPS m

network) by a joint Russia-Kyrgyzstan-Kazakhstan- 514

USA project. The data are processed in the Institute SIS

of High Temperatures, Russian Academy of 516

Science (former IVTAN RAS), using the 517

GAMIT/GLOBK software designed at the Techno- 518

logical Institute of Massachusetts. The uncertainty 519

of the measurements is within <2 mm a-I 520

(Zubovich et al. 2001). 521
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The GPS data support the division of the north
ern Tien Shan into the northern, central, and south
ern blocks (Fig. 8) with different rates and direc
tions of movements. The-southern block moves at
the highest rate (6-10 mm a-I), in the NNE direc
tion in its central part, N in the western part, and
NE-in .the.east.Thecentral.block. experiences 4..-6
mm a-I active horizontal movements in Nand NE
directions. The northern block moves at 4--10 mm
a- I, predominately in the southern direction.

Recent vertical crustal movements are inferred
from annual repeated geodetic levelling between
1937 and 1980 (Gubin 1986). These data, with the
rms error no more than 0.2 mm a", show 3 rom
a-I subsidence east (Rybachje) and west
(przhevalsk) of Lake Issyk-Kul, whereas the south
ern shore is subject to uplift at;2 rom a-I (Fig.. 8).

The GPS data and land upliftcalculated relative
to the Azor mark across the Karakhsllln platform
(Abdrakhmatov et al. 1996) likewise indicate a N
S compression and recent strike-sUp movements ill.
the northern Tien Shan.

Discussion

The fault plane solutions of earthquakes and the
geodetic (GPS and repeated levelling) data made a
basis for two schemes of the active tectonics of the
northern Tien Shan (Figs 7 & 8). The schemes
show the crust of the region divided into several
blocks with different tectonic styles. The western
and eastern parts of the territory experience nearly
horizontal N-S compression and nearly vertical

extension. In the central part of the Issyk-Kul
basin, extension is nearly horizontal and com
pression is nearly vertical. The mountain ranges
around the Issyk-Kul basin are compressed in the
N-S direction. The strain axes are oriented north
ward in the western part and northeastward in the

- central and eastern parts of the region.
Thus seismotectonic and geodetic analysis

shows that the Issyk-Kul microcontinent is cur
rently subject to left-lateral strike-slip motions,
well pronounced around the microcontinent
(eastern segments of the Chon-Kemin and Pred
Terskey faults) and in its centre where left-lateral
slip on the North Issyk-Ku1 and South Issyk-Kul
faults is consistent with the formation of a pull
apart.

The epicentres of great earthquakes and related
land sliding are attributed to the Chon-Kemin and
Chon-Aksu faults separating Precambrian
microcoetinents (Delvaux et al. 2001). Almost all
M>6 ellrthqualres in the northern Tien Shan are
spal:ially ltssocillted with active tectonic zones
uoortd the {£syk-KuI microcontinent (Fig. 6).

As a reoWt fif recent crustal movements at vari
able directions and rates, the southern shore of
Lake Issyk-Kul is subject to uplift, and there are
indications for subsidence in the eastern and west
ern shores, with a risk of collapse. Activity of the
mountains around the Issyk-Kul microcontinent
and reactivation of fault borders of the A~tyuz

Boordin microcontinent is expected to continue in
the future. We suggest that reactivation of faults
and the related seismic and geological hazard can
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9116 Fig. 8. Active strike-slip movements in northern Tien Shan (after geodetic surveys).
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be predicted from changes in direction and rate of
block movements.

faulting may be responsible for the formation of a
pull-apart structure in the central part of the basin.
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Conclusions

We investigated the relationships between the
present-day structure, reactivation ofancient faults..
and interaction of old granite-metamorphic blocks
(microcontinents) within relatively mobile oro
genic belts in the region of Tien Shan, on the basis
of geological information, detailed interpretation of
satellite imagery, analysis of seismicity and fault
plane solutions, and geodetic measurements.

The tectonics of the Tien-Shan evolves in
response to the convergence between India and
Eurasia since their collision in the Eocene (Molnar
and Tapponnier 1975; Tapponnierand Molnar
1979, etc.), as India continues its northward motion
at 50 mm a-I (Avouac an.d Tappmrnier 1993.;
Avouac et al. 1993). The propa.gaoooand distri
bution of strain indo.red: hy the ool.HSfQ(1 is ron
trolled by the complicated 'Strucl:ure of the crosl:ana
lithosphere. Geophysical. datll.iJldk.<!£e tecwllic lay
ering of the lithosphere ~eaili the llorthemTIen
Shan. The presence, of horizontal viscoelastic lay
ers may influence the rotation and underplating of
the Tarim plate and indentation of its basement into
the middle crust of the Tien Shan. The thrusting of
the Tarim plate under the northern Tien Shan has
caused the shortening of the upper crust at a rate
of <10-15 mm a-I and related rapid movements
and failure to depths of 20-30 km. A part of the
strain may have been accommodated by the visco
elastic layer in the middle crust of Tien Shan.

The Issyk-Kul microcontinent plays an
important role in redistribution of upper crustal
stress and strain in the aorrhern Tim Shan. Ttle
lens-shaped microcontinent i:s surrounded lJy thick
shear zones which h2ve been im/atvoo m tlJ,e
activity over mostof the Cmoroic. '-n the Qoo.t<:n~

ary the strain pmpaga,ted as far .lI.'I> dT.e Oe.IIU..u p,m:
of the Issyk-Kat basi.n. rt has produced api.a.nQ·-key
fault pattern i.n it'S inner parr-and ffl,'l'Oucs further
subsidence of the lake holIDm.

The movements ill the upper crust are best illus
trated by the Fore-Terskeyactive fault boundi.ng
the Issyk-Kul microcontinent in the south, with
south-dipping reverse faults and thrusts in its east
ern segment and a series of underthrusts in the
western segment that borders Lake Issyk-Kul. All
these faults have a strike-slip component. The
underthrusting of the Kungey range resulted in the
uplift of the southern part the Issyk-Kul microcon
tinent and subsidence of its central part. The
present-day activity in the region of Lake Issyk
Kul is dominated by left-lateral strike-slip faulting
along the Chon-Kemin, Chon-Aksu, Fore-Kungey,
and North and South Issyk-Kul faults. Strike-slip
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